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Cuddly kittens, a fluffy rabbit, a downy duckling, three winsome fuzzy owlets, and more come to life

in Baby Touch and Feel: Fluffy Animals, creating an engaging and sensory experience parents and

babies will love exploring together. With padded covers, simple images, and novelty textures, Baby

Touch and Feel books capture the attention of the very youngest children, and create an experience

they'll want to repeat again and again.
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I know my kids loved these tactile books about animals when they were kids, so when it came time

to buy my new niece books, these are the ones I picked. Very sturdy & great touch & feel pages for

little fingers. Very happy with this purchase.

I have several DK Publishing Touch-and-Feel books and each one is a disappointment. Half the

pages don't even have a touch-and-feel element, and the ones that do are lame (for lack of a better

word). They put absolutely NO effort into these books anymore.

I have to be honest I wasn't amazed with the book when it arrived ,, It have several animals pictures

with touch and feel parts but the text was not directly related to the pictures and the animals

organized in such a strange order with some strange groups such as the duck and the cat !BUT my



15 yrs old baby LOVED it .. he would stare at those pictures for ever! it's his fav. book .. he will take

it and give it to me in order to read it every time he see it which was difficult because I have to make

things from my head instead of what's written on the book ..Apart from all that the quality of the book

is pretty good ..

My 9 month old loves this book. He will sit and "read" it. He loves the pictures and touching the

animals. He even laughs at a few of the pages.

I love these touch and feel books! This our third one we have gotten. Love being able to break up

reading time with a little sensory time.

It was ok. Not enough touch and feel but my 2 year old like it

18 month old loves these series of books. Had this one in her Easter basket. She doesn't care

about the words in this particular book she just likes naming the animals and feeling the textures.

The textured sections of the pages fascinate our 11 month old boy. He's loved it since he was 8

months old. The pages are also easy for him to practice turning. Great book.
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